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Introduction 

Synthetic oligomers built by assembling particular molecular 

building blocks can adopt regular folding patterns, which are 

maintained by networks of non-covalent interactions such as 

hydrogen bonds, locking them into well-defined conformations. 

The environment and the nature of the building blocks dictate the 

shape of these oligomers, leading to diverse secondary 

structures similar to those found in Nature (such as helices turns 

and sheets) as well as abiotic molecular architectures. In the 

emerging area of foldamer science, bioinspired β-amino acids 

(β-AA) are of special interest due to their pronounced ability to 

induce regular folding patterns in oligomer sequences, including 

helical structures in particular. Moreover, oligomers of β-AAs, 

also known as β-peptides, are resistant to proteolysis which is 

especially interesting for potential biomedical applications.1 In β-

peptides, local hydrogen bonding interactions compete with 

long-distance interactions. In this context, employment of cyclic 

β-AA monomers which incorporate a 4- to 6-membered aliphatic 

ring is of special interest because the monomer can possess 

either a cis or trans geometry and the geometric constraints 

imposed by the ring induce a pronounced conformational bias.2 
3 The 4-membered ring monomer, 2-aminocyclobutane 

carboxylic acid (ACBC), displays a preference for local 

interactions implicating a six-membered (C6) or an eight-

membered (C8) cyclic NH∙∙∙O hydrogen bond, depending on the 

cis or trans ring geometry, the physical or chemical environment, 

and the length of the oligomer.4  

Several studies have been conducted in solution to assess the 

conformational preferences of these systems. In derivatives of 

the cis stereoisomer (cis-ACBC), the intra-residue six-

membered ring (C6) hydrogen bond suggested for the monomer 

in solution seems to persist in oligomers up to the octamer.5 6 

However, the presence of a C8 monomeric structure cannot be 

ruled out in the condensed phase. Derivatives of the trans 

diastereoisomer (trans-ACBC) display a C8 hydrogen bond in 

the monomer and in short oligomers (up to four residues), which 

is superseded by 12-helix structures, implicating a series of C12 

hydrogen bonds, in longer oligomers. Fewer studies have been 

reported under isolated conditions. Pohl et al. reported an 
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Abstract: Peptide models built from cis and trans 2-

aminocyclobutane-1-carboxylic acids (ACBCs) are studied 

in the solid phase by combining FTIR absorption 

spectroscopy, vibrational circular dichroism (VCD), and 

quantum chemical calculations using density functional 

theory (DFT). The studied systems are 

N-tert-butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) derivatives of 

2- aminocyclobutanecarboxylic acid (ACBC) benzylamides, 

namely: Boc−(cis-ACBC)−NH−Bn and Boc−(trans-

ACBC)−NH−Bn. These two diastereomers show very 

different VCD signatures and intensities, that of the trans-

ACBC derivative being one order of magnitude larger in the 

region of the (CO) stretch. The spectral signature of the cis-

ACBC derivative is satisfactorily reproduced by that of the 

monomer extracted from the solid-state geometry of related 

ACBC derivatives, which shows that no long-range  

effects are implicated for this system. In terms of hydrogen 

bonds, the geometry of this monomer is intermediate 

between the C6 and C8 structures (exhibiting a 6- or 8-

membered cyclic NH∙∙∙O hydrogen bond) previously 

evidenced in the gas phase. The benzyl group must be in 

an extended geometry to reproduce satisfactorily the 

shape of the VCD spectrum in the (CO) range, which 

qualifies VCD as a potential probe of dispersion 

interaction. In contrast, reproducing the IR and VCD 

spectrum of the trans-ACBC derivative requires clusters 

larger than four units, exhibiting strong intermolecular H-

bonding patterns. A qualitative agreement is obtained for 

a tetramer, although the intensity enhancement is not 

reproduced. These results underline the sensitivity of VCD 

to the long-range organisation in the crystal. 
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elegant study of simple ACBC amide derivatives under matrix 

isolation conditions.7 They provided evidence for both C6 and C8 

geometries in the cis-ACBC monomer. Surprisingly, a fully 

extended structure with no hydrogen bond coexisted with the 

expected C8 structure for the trans-ACBC stereoisomer. We 

recently applied conformer-specific laser spectroscopy to jet-

cooled ACBC benzylamides, protected by a tert-

butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) group on the N-terminus; the benzyl 

group was used as the requisite UV chromophore for conformer-

specific spectroscopic analysis.8 The gas-phase results 

confirmed the condensed-phase findings that C6 and C8 

conformers both exist for monomeric cis-ACBC derivatives.8 A 

structure involving an outstandingly strong C8 hydrogen bond 

was observed in the jet-cooled monomeric trans-ACBC 

derivative.8  

The conformational preferences observed in isolated species, 

whether in gas phase or in solution, may be modified in the solid 

state due to intermolecular hydrogen bond formation. In 

hexamers or octamers of trans-ACBC, the intramolecular C12 

interaction is not perturbed in the crystal lattice and the 12-helical 

secondary structure is similar in solution and in the solid state.9  

For shorter oligomers, however, it is expected that the 

intramolecular hydrogen bonds are disrupted by the formation of 

intermolecular hydrogen bond networks, as observed in cis-

ACBC.10  

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) has proved to be a powerful 

tool for the study of secondary structures in peptides and 

proteins.11 12 12d, 13 14 The Amide I and II regions are especially 

informative as the coupling between modes localised on CO or 

NH of different residues has a strong signature in VCD.15 In 

contrast with electronic circular dichroism (ECD) signatures, 

which has been used for structural characterization of helices or 

strands,2, 16 VCD has not been applied yet to ACBC-based 

peptides, in particular to their solid state. VCD spectra of solid-

state or supramolecular systems,17 for example nanofibrils,18 

polymorphic crystals,19 or foldamers20 are scarce. One of the 

questions raised by the interpretation of VCD spectra in the solid 

state is the nature of the minimum size cell that is necessary for 

describing the system. The unit can be thought of as a monomer, 

like in solution.21 In other cases, one has to take into account the 

crystal unit cell itself or a cluster of definite size like a dimer or a 

tetramer.15c 22 Still, the intensity enhancement observed in the 

solid state has to be fully understood.18, 23 24  

We present here a comparative FTIR and VCD study of the solid-

state cis- and trans-ACBC derivatives, Boc−(cis-ACBC)−NH−Bn 

and Boc−(trans-ACBC)−NH−Bn, shown in Figure 1. These 

ACBC derivatives are protected by a tert-butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) 

group on the N-terminus and bear a benzyl amide (Bn) group on 

the C terminus. In what follows, Boc−(cis-ACBC)−NH−Bn and 

Boc−(trans-ACBC)−NH−Bn will be referred to as cis-ACBC and 

trans-ACBC, respectively, like in our previous publication.8 We 

will focus on the vibrational spectroscopy in the amide I and II 

region (ν(CO) stretch and β(NH) bend region), which is very 

sensitive to hydrogen bond formation. The calculation strategy 

rests on the definition of clusters of finite size built from known 

X-ray structures. The IR absorption and VCD spectra are 

calculated for increasing sizes of the clusters until the 

calculations satisfactorily reproduce the experimental results, 

which allows determining the smallest cluster size that is 

necessary for reproducing the VCD spectrum of the crystal. 

 

FIGURE 1 Molecules under study and numbering of atoms.  = 

C3−N4−C5−C8   = N4−C5−C8−C9   = C5−C8−C9−N10 Ph= 
C9−N10−C11−C12 

Materials and Methods 

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION 
 

Compounds (−)-Boc−(t-ACBC)−OH, and (−)-Boc−(c-ACBC)−OH 

were prepared according to literature procedures.25 All reagents 

and solvents were of commercial grade and were used without 

further purification. Dichloromethane was dried over activated 

alumina. Flash chromatography was performed with SDS silica 

gel (35-70 μm). Analytical thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was 

performed with 0.25 mm commercial silica gel plates (EMD, Silica 

Gel 60F254). TLC plates were visualised by UV fluorescence at 

254 nm then revealed using a phosphomolybdic acid solution 

(10% in EtOH). Retention factors (Rf) are given for such analyses. 

Fourier-transform Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded in the ATR 

mode by deposition of the neat compound on the ATR diamond 

accessory. Maximum absorbance (ν) is given for significant bands 

in cm−1. Melting points were obtained in open capillary tubes and 

are uncorrected. Optical rotations were measured using a 10 cm 

quartz cell. Values for [α]
D

T
 were obtained with the D-line of sodium 

at the indicated temperature T, using solutions of concentration 

(c) in units of g·100 mL−1. Routine nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) data were acquired on a spectrometer operating at 360 

MHz for 1H and at 90 MHz for 13C. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported 

in ppm from tetramethylsilane. Splitting patterns for 1H NMR 

signals are designated as s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), bs 

(broad singlet) or m (multiplet). Coupling constants (nJ) are 

reported in Hz. High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) data 

were recorded using the electrospray ionization technique in 

positive mode (ESI+) with a tandem Q-TOF analyzer. 
 
General Procedure for the Preparation of Benzylamides 
 

To an ice-cold solution of Boc-amino acid (43.1 mg, 0.20 mmol, 

1 eq.) in dry CH2Cl2 (10 mL) were added 1-hydroxybenzotriazole 

monohydrate (37.8 mg, 0.28 mmol, 1.4 eq.) and benzylamine 

(24 μL, 0.22 mmol, 1.1 eq.). The mixture was stirred for 10 min 

at 0 °C then 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl carbodiimide 

hydrochloride (57.5 mg, 0.30 mmol, 1.5 eq.) was added. The 

resulting mixture was then stirred for 48 h at room temperature, 

then washed successively with 1 M aqueous KHSO4 (5 mL) and 

saturated NaHCO3 (5 mL). The organic layer was dried over 

MgSO4, filtered and evaporated under reduced pressure. Flash 

chromatography (CH2Cl2/EtOAc) gave the benzyl amide. 

N-Benzyl-(1R,2R)-2-(t-butyloxycarbonylamino)cyclobutane 

carboxamide (Boc−(t-ACBC)−NH−Bn): Coupling of (−)-Boc−(t-

ACBC)−OH according to the general procedure, followed by 

flash chromatography (CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 80/20) gave the benzyl 

amide (−)-Boc−(t-ACBC)−NH−Bn (47.2 mg, 78%) as a white 
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solid. Mp 176-177 °C; Rf 0.28 (CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 80/20); [α]
D

24
 −26 

(c 0.50, CHCl3); IR (ATR) ν 3336, 3299, 1681, 1644, 1531; 1H 

NMR (360 MHz, CDCl3) δ 1.39 (s, 9H), 1.75 (pseudo quint, 1H, 
2J = 3J = 9.9 Hz), 1.86-1.99 (m, 1H), 2.02-2.23 (m, 2H), 2.86-

2.98 (m, 1H), 4.08-4.20 (m, 1H), 4.35 (dd, 1H, 2J = 14.8 Hz, 3J = 

5.0 Hz, ABX), 4.54 (dd, 1H, 2J = 14.8 Hz, 3J = 6.3 Hz, ABX), 5.14 

(bd, 1H, 3J = 6.3 Hz), 7.17-7.37 (m, 5H), 8.38 (bs, 1H, ABX); 13C 

NMR (90 MHz, CDCl3) δ 18.7, 24.9, 28.4, 43.3, 48.8, 50.1, 80.4, 

127.1, 127.8, 128.5, 138.8, 156.3, 173.0; HRMS (ESI+) Calcd for 

C17H24N2NaO3 [M + Na]+: 327.1679, found 327.1667. 

N-Benzyl-(1R,2S)-2-(t-butyloxycarbonylamino)cyclobutanec

arboxamide (Boc−(c-ACBC)−NH−Bn): Coupling of (−)-Boc−(c-

ACBC)−OH according to the general procedure, followed by 

flash chromatography (CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 90/10) gave the 

benzylamide (−)-Boc−(c-ACBC)−NH−Bn (59.3 mg, 97%) as a 

white solid. Mp 162-163 °C (dec.); Rf 0.49 (CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 

80/20); [α]
I

24
 −89 (c 0.50, CHCl3); IR (ATR) ν 3363, 3349, 1679, 

1648, 1535, 1512; 1H NMR (360 MHz, CDCl3) δ 1.39 (s, 9H), 

1.82-1.95 (m, 1H), 2.02-2.14 (m, 1H), 2.20-2.38 (m, 2H), 3.16-

3.27 (m, 1H), 4.33-4.44 (m, 1H), 4.38 (dd, 1H, 2J = 14.8 Hz, 3J = 

5.5 Hz, ABX), 4.46 (dd, 1H, 2J = 14.8 Hz, 3J = 6.0 Hz, ABX), 5.49 

(bd, 1H, 3J = 8.5 Hz, ABX), 6.19 (bs, 1H), 7.20-7.36 (m, 5H); 13C 

NMR (90 MHz, CDCl3) δ 18.4, 28.4, 29.4, 43.6, 46.3, 46.6, 79.4, 

127.5, 127.7, 128.7, 138.3, 155.3, 173.0; HRMS (ESI+) Calcd for 

C17H24N2NaO3 [M + Na]+: 327.1679, found 327.1673. 
 
X-ray structures 
 

Crystal data has been deposited to the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Database with CCDC number 1908274 (Boc−(c-

ACBC)−NH−CB) and contain the supplementary crystallographic 

data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge 

from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via 

www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.26 

EXPERIMENTAL SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS 
 

The vibrational IR absorption and VCD spectra were measured 

using an FTIR spectrometer (Vertex 70, Bruker) equipped with a 

VCD module (PMA 50, Bruker). The signal was measured by an 

MCT IR detector equipped with a BaF2 window and cooled with 

liquid nitrogen. A spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 was used for both 

absorption and VCD spectra. The IR radiation was polarized with 

a linear polarizer then modulated by a 50 kHz ZnSe photo-elastic 

modulator (Hinds). A low-pass filter cutting at 2000 cm−1 was 

added before the linear polarizer to increase the dynamical 

response of the detector. The signal of the MCT detector was 

demodulated using a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research 

Systems SR 830). The alignment of the spectrometer was 

carefully verified by checking the mirror-image relation between 

the VCD spectra of the two enantiomers of camphor (0.3 M in 

CCl4). The samples were prepared by grinding 6 mg of the studied 

molecule with 2 g of KBr in a mixer mill (MM 400 Retsch) at 20 Hz 

during 1 h. The artefacts due to the birefringence of the KBr pellets 

were eliminated by following the procedure proposed by Merten,27 

derived from that introduced by Buffeteau.28 It consists in rotating 

the sample in the plane perpendicular to the light propagation axis 

for each side (front F or back B) of the pellet and averaging the 

spectra obtained for each position of the pellet at 0° and 90° 

(Equation 1).  
 

I
VCD(ν̃) = 

1

8
∑ I

VCD(ν̃; n⋅90°; F) + I
VCD(ν̃; n⋅90°; B)3

n=0  (1) 

 

For the sake of better averaging and artefact control, the 

procedure was extended to 180° and 270°. The measurements 

were repeated on a second sample. The final spectrum was 

obtained by adding 1400 scans for each sample position and 

averaging all the positions so that the total acquisition time is ~5 

h 30 for all the spectra shown below. 
 
THEORETICAL METHODS 
 

The calculation strategy encompassed the following steps, which 

rest on the X-ray structures. Single crystal X-ray diffraction data 

for cis-ACBC and trans-ACBC were not available for this study; 

instead, we used the X-ray data of the related compounds cis-

ACBC* and trans-ACBC*, in which the benzyl amide (Bn) is 

replaced by a cyclobutyl amide (c-Bu), shown in Figure 1. Firstly, 

a supramolecular unit of the molecule under study was 

constructed from the crystal of the model structure. The hydrogen 

bond pattern was kept identical to that of the model system and 

the cyclobutyl is substituted by a benzyl. The preliminary structure 

obtained thereby was optimized using periodic boundary 

conditions (PBC). The PBC calculations were limited to one-

dimension along the b axis, i.e. the hydrogen bonded strands. 

Then a core of finite size was extracted from the resulting 

structure. The IR absorption and VCD spectra were calculated for 

increasing sizes of the core until the calculations satisfactorily 

reproduce the experimental results, which allows determining the 

smallest cluster size that is necessary for reproducing the VCD 

spectrum of the crystal. The RI B97-D/TZVPP –D3 calculations 

were performed using the Turbomole package.29 All the other 

calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 program.30 

Optimization of the preliminary structure using PBC was 

performed at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory, with sixteen units 

per cell. A core of four molecules was then extracted from the PBC 

results and calculated at the RI B97-D/TZVPP –D3 level which is 

known to yield satisfactory frequencies for peptides at an 

acceptable computational cost. For the sake of testing the ability 

of simpler assembly to account for the experimental data, dimers 

and monomers were also extracted from this tetramer. The 

resolution of the identity was used for reducing the calculation 

time.31 The harmonic frequencies were calculated at the same 

level of theory. Dispersion-corrected calculations, with the same 

basis set and functional, were used previously for the same 

molecules isolated in the gas phase and yielded excellent 

agreement with the experimental values.8 The calculated 

harmonic frequencies were scaled in the 3 m region to correct 

them for anharmonicity and basis set incompleteness. The scaling 

factor used (0.96) was defined as the ratio between the 

experimental frequencies of the conformers observed in the gas 

phase and the harmonic frequencies calculated at the RI B97-

D/TZVPP level. This value is found to be insensitive to the fact 

that dispersion corrections are used or not. No scaling factor was 

needed in the fingerprint region. 

Then, the VCD spectra were calculated for increasing sizes of 

clusters extracted from the tetramer, stopping at the smallest size 

that gives satisfactory agreement with the experiment. VCD 

calculations were carried out, with the previously obtained 

geometries, at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level for the monomers 

and 6-31G(d,p) level for the dimers or the tetramers.32 The 

6-31G++(d,p) level was chosen because it has been shown to 

give satisfactory results in calculating VCD spectra of flexible 

molecules.33 Moreover, using the smaller basis set 6-31G(d,p) 

gives results similar to those at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level for 

cyclic dipeptides and allows calculating large systems at a 

reasonable computational cost.15c Here also, similar results are 
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obtained with the two levels of theory, as shown in Figure S1 on 

the example of the Mcis cis-ACBC monomer, extracted from the 

tetramer, and eventually used for the assignment (vide infra). In 

order to test the sensitivity of the VCD signals to dispersion 

interactions as will be discussed below, calculations have been 

carried out in the presence or absence of the D3 set of dispersion 

parameters.34 When not specified otherwise, the reported 

calculations do not include dispersion. All the monomers observed 

in the gas phase and reported previously were recalculated here, 

including dispersion or not, for the sake of comparison. The 

harmonic frequencies were scaled by 0.96 in the 3 m region, i.e. 

the ratio between the experimental frequencies in the gas phase 

and the harmonic calculated frequencies, and 0.97 in the 

fingerprint region. 

Results and Discussion 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA  

 

The crystal structure of model systems cis-ACBC* and trans-

ACBC*is shown in Figure 2. Both cis-ACBC* and trans-ACBC* 

compounds show infinite strands of monomers bound by 

intermolecular NH∙∙∙OC hydrogen bonds. The chains observed for 

the cis derivative involve head-to-head alignment of the 

monomeric subunits, which results to antiparallel NH∙∙∙OC 

hydrogen bonds. Two sorts of hydrogen bonds are therefore 

expected to be spectroscopically observed, namely, N4H∙∙∙OC3 

and N10H∙∙∙OC9. The crystal structure of the trans derivative shows 

a head-to-tail arrangement of the sub-units with parallel NH∙∙∙OC 

hydrogen bonds. The parallel double hydrogen bond involves 

N4H∙∙∙OC9 and N10H∙∙∙OC3 hydrogen bonds. If we assume a 

similar crystal structure for the model systems and the compounds 

studied here, all the phenyl rings are on the same side of the 

strand in the cis derivative. We can anticipate that this 

arrangement has consequences in terms of dispersion energy 

and packing effect. Conversely, the aromatic substituents are on 

alternating sides in the trans compound. The hydrogen bond 

distances and important structural parameters of the model 

systems are listed in Tables 1 and 2. 

 
FIGURE 2 Crystallographic structure of a) cis-ACBC* and b) trans-
ACBC* showing the head-to-head and head-to-tail arrangement of the 
molecules. 

 
GAS-PHASE SPECTROSCOPIC DATA$ 
  
cis-ACBC and trans-ACBC have been fully characterised in the 

gas phase by conformer-selective laser spectroscopy under 

supersonic expansion conditions.8 In brief, the experimentally 

observed conformation of trans-ACBC has been assigned to a 

structure involving an 8-member ring (C8) bridging the N(10)H 

and C(3)O groups, named t-1. The C8 interaction is outstandingly 

strong and manifests itself by a broad red shifted feature at 3021 

cm−1 assigned to the (NH) stretch. It should be noted that the 

most stable calculated structure t-1 involves interaction between 

the t-butyl group and the phenyl ring, a point to which we shall 

return in the discussion.8 Two conformers have been 

experimentally observed for cis-ACBC. The most intense bands 

of the electronic spectrum have been assigned to a C8 structure, 

named c-1, while weaker electronic transitions have been 

attributed to a C6 structure, named c-3. Due to the close position 

of the two amide functions, only frustrated hydrogen bonds can be 

formed. As a result, the C8 interaction is much weaker in cis-

ACBC than in trans-ACBC, with a (NH) stretch observed at 3414 

cm−1, compared to the free (NH) stretch observed at 3485 cm−1. 

The C6 structure displays a weak C6 hydrogen bond, with 

bounded and free (NH) stretches observed at 3465 and 3480 

cm−1, respectively. Interestingly, a second conformer of the C8 

form of both cis and trans-ACBC, namely t-2 or c-2, was 

calculated, with similar G at room temperature as t-1 or c-1, with 

similar H-bonding pattern but no interaction between the phenyl 

and t-butyl groups. It was supposed that this second conformer 

relaxes to the most stable one in the late expansion. It should be 

noted however that due to the similar hydrogen bond patterns of 

t-2 and t-1, and of c-1 and c-2, respectively, these forms could 

not be distinguished based on their IR spectra only. 
 
SOLID-PHASE SPECTROSCOPIC RESULTS  
 
cis-ACBC  
 

The experimental IR absorption and VCD spectra of cis-ACBC in 

the fingerprint region are shown in Figures 3a and 3c, 

respectively. The comparison between the VCD spectra of the two 

enantiomers is  given in Figure S2. The IR absorption shows two 

bands in the Amide I region ((CO) stretches), located at 1681 

and 1650 cm−1. These bands appear as singlets of identical sign 

in the VCD spectra. The shape of the spectrum, in particular, an 

identical sign for the two (CO) stretches, suggests a structure in 

which the (CO) stretches are not coupled.  

 

 
FIGURE 3 Left: a) Experimental IR absorption of cis-ACBC (1R,2S) 
(red) b) calculated IR absorption of the monomer subunit  Mcis c) 
Experimental VCD spectrum of (1R,2S) (red) d) calculated VCD 
spectrum of the monomer subunit  (see text). Right: Experimental IR 
absorption of cis-ACBC (1R,2S) (red) and calculated IR absorption of  
e) c-1 f) c-3 g) c-2. e) Experimental VCD spectra of cis-ACBC (1R,2S) 
(red) and calculated VCD spectrum of h) c-1 i) c-3 j) c-2. The 
calculations are at the B3LYP /6-31G++(d, p) level. The harmonic 
frequencies are scaled by 0.97. 
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The Amide II region ((NH) bends) displays two broader bands, 

at 1537 cm−1 and 1520 cm−1, which appear as a bisignate doublet 

in the VCD spectrum. The presence of a doublet may indicate 

either coupled modes or two non-coupled vibrations with opposite 

rotatory strengths.15c The intensity (difference in absorbance 

between left and right circular polarised light) of the bands is of 

the order of 10−4 for the strongest features. The spectrum of a 

tetramer core calculated at the RI B97-D/TZVPP level including or 

not D3 corrections is compared to the experiment in Figures S3. 

In both cases, the hydrogen-bonded strand tends to bend when 

the chain length increases, which results in non-equivalent 

hydrogen bonds. Calculations including dispersion tend to deform 

the structure more than those that do not include dispersion, 

which results in a less satisfactory agreement between 

experimental and simulated spectra, probably because the 

interaction with the adjacent strands is not taken into account. 

However, the hydrogen bond pattern in the core of the oligomer is 

similar whatever the method used. We have therefore extracted a 

monomer from this core, referred to as Mcis hereafter. Figure 3b 

and 3d show the calculated IR absorption and the VCD spectra 

calculated at the B3LYP level for Mcis. It should be noted here 

that optimising Mcis with dispersion correction results to the 

folding of the molecule and a wrong VCD signature in the region 

of the (CO) stretch. For this reason, we have performed the 

calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level with no dispersion 

corrections. The calculations with dispersion corrections are 

shown in Figure S4 of the supplementary information. The 

spectrum of the monomers present in the gas phase, namely c-1 

and c-3, as well as that of c-2, are shown in Figure 3f, 3g, 3h, 

respectively, for the sake of comparison. These three structures 

are shown in Figure 4. The IR absorption spectrum of the most 

stable gas-phase structures qualitatively agrees with the 

experimental IR absorption spectrum but better agreement is 

obtained between the experiment and the spectra of Mcis. In 

particular, the spacing between the CO stretch frequencies is well 

reproduced in the simulated IR absorption spectrum of Mcis. The 

CO∙∙∙HN distances of this monomeric subunit are intermediate 

between that of the so-called c-1 and c-3 structures evidenced in 

the gas phase (see Table 1). Indeed, the N4H∙∙∙OC9 and 

N10H∙∙∙OC3 distances are 3.37 and 3.84 Å, respectively. Still, 

Mcis resembles c-3 more than c-1, which explains that the 

agreement between experiment and calculated IR absorption 

spectra is slightly better for c-3 than c-1. Mcis displays a 

completely extended structure, with Ph = -83°. The distance 

between O2 and H13 is large (10.49 Å), compared to 5.74 and 

8.38 Å for c-1 and c-3, respectively. This extended geometry 

allows interaction between the benzene substituents of two 

neighbouring molecules. It is reminiscent of the calculated c-2 

geometry, in which this distance is 9.76 Å. 

 

 
FIGURE 4 Structures of cis-ACBC (1R,2S) calculated at the B3LYP-
D3/6-31G++(d,p) level of theory.  a1) Mcis monomer as it is in the 
supramolecular structure (see text) a2) Mcis monomer optimised 
without dispersion a3) Mcis monomer optimised with dispersion b1) 
c1 structure evidenced in the gas phase, with a C8 intramolecular 
hydrogen bond, optimised without dispersion b2) same with 
dispersion c) c3 structure evidenced in the gas phase, with a C6 
intramolecular hydrogen bond optimised without dispersion, c2) same 
with dispersion. 

The experimental VCD spectrum, shown in Figure 3c, can be 

divided into two regions. The amide II region where the observed 

bisignate signature is satisfactorily reproduced by any of the 

structures mentioned above. It is neither sensitive to the nature of 

the intramolecular H bond nor to the position of the substituents. 

The bisignate doublet corresponds to the (N4H) and (N10H) 

bends, which display opposite VCD signs. The lack of sensitivity 

of the VCD signal of these modes to the environment and 

structural parameters is characteristic of what are called robust 

modes.14, 35 36 Indeed, c-1, c-3, c-2, and Mcis show a similar 

bisignate pattern in this range, except for slight differences in 

intensities. Depending on the structure considered, the two (NH) 

bends are coupled (in c-3) or not (in Mcis) but the shape of the 

VCD spectrum in this range remains similar, with two bands of 

opposite signs. Also, examination of the structures shown in 

Figure 4 indicates that the relative position of the NH is not the 

same in the three systems. In c-1, the two NH make an angle of 

~30°, while this angle is only of the order of ~5° in Mcis and close 

to zero in c-3. Including dispersion in the calculation or not does 

not alter the shape of the spectrum either.  

The (CO) stretch region displays much more variability. In c-1, 

the (CO) stretches are slightly coupled and a band of the wrong 

sign is calculated. In c-3 or Mcis, the (CO) stretches are 

completely localized and appear as signals of identical sign. In 

order to check whether the localized or delocalized character of 

the (CO) stretches really is what impinges the shape of the VCD 

spectrum, we have compared the calculated spectrum of c-1, 

which is the most stable conformer in the gas phase, to that of c-

2. c-2 displays exactly the same hydrogen bond pattern as c-1 but 

differs in the position of the phenyl, which is interacting with the 

BOC substituent in c-1 but not in c-2. The IR absorption spectra 

of c-1 and c-2 are identical, as shown in Figure 3. The bisignate 

signature observed in the region of the (NH) stretches is similar 

in c-2 and c-1, although slightly more intense in c-1. The two 
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conformers completely differ in the shape of their VCD spectrum 

in the region of the (CO) stretches. While c-1 displays a single 

band of the wrong sign, c-2 shows two bands of identical sign, as 

experimentally observed. The (CO) stretching modes are slightly 

coupled in c-2, like in c-1, but their VCD signatures in the (CO) 

stretch region are different.  

We can also examine the effect of including dispersion. For a 

given geometry, including dispersion in the frequency calculations 

does not modify the IR and VCD spectra. However, at the 

geometry optimization stage, dispersion tends to make the t-butyl 

and aromatic ring closer to each other, which in turn results in 

shorter NH…OC distances. As a result, the (CO) stretching 

modes, which are only slightly coupled in c-1 optimised without 

dispersion corrections, are fully delocalised when c-1 is optimised 

including D3 corrections. This change is also reflected in the 

shape of the VCD spectrum in the (CO) stretch region (see 

Figure S4). Dispersion also modifies the VCD spectrum of c-3. 

When optimization is performed without dispersion, c-3 shows two 

bands of identical sign, but the low-energy one is so weak that it 

cannot be distinguished in the spectrum. When including 

dispersion in the calculations, two bands of comparable intensity 

are observed. This example illustrates the extreme sensitivity of 

VCD to subtle structural parameters, in this case, dispersion 

driven structural modifications. When including dispersion, the 

optimisation of Mcis results in a structure similar to c-1, hence an 

unsatisfactory VCD spectrum. We can conclude from these 

results that the presence of two bands of identical sign in the 

(CO) stretch region is the signature of an open structure, and can 

be taken as an indication of non-interacting t-butyl and phenyl 

ring. We can also conclude that description of dispersion is of 

extreme importance here as overestimating dispersion results in 

a folded geometry and hence in wrong VCD spectrum in the (CO) 

stretch region. 

 
trans-ACBC  

 
The IR absorption and the VCD spectra of trans-ACBC in the 

fingerprint region are shown in Figures 5a and 5e. The 

comparison between the VCD spectra of the two enantiomers is 

given in Figure S5. Only one absorption band appears in the 

β(NH) region, at 1535 cm−1, a value characteristic of a bound NH 

group. This band is broader (18 cm−1 FWMH) than the other 

features observed in the IR absorption spectrum and probably 

corresponds to the superposition of β(NH) bending modes of 

different nature but similar frequencies. In contrast, two bands are 

observed in the ν(CO) stretch region, in ranges characteristic of 

the ν(C3O) (ester) (1684 cm−1) and ν(C9O) (amide) (1645 cm−1) 

stretches. Each (CO) and β(NH) band observed in absorption 

appears as a bisignate couplet in the VCD spectrum. The VCD 

spectrum is much more intense than that of cis-ACBC, with the 

strongest intensity, of the order of 10−3, being one order of 

magnitude larger than in cis-ACBC. However, the intensity in the 

β(NH) range is of the same order as in cis-ACBC, the major 

difference is observed in the (CO) range. 

 

FIGURE 5 a) Experimental IR absorption of (1S,2S) trans-ACBC (red). 
Calculated IR absorption of b) the monomer t-1 in the gas phase c) 
the monomer Mtrans (see text) d) the tetramer subunit. e) 
Experimental VCD spectrum of trans-ACBC (1S,2S) (red). Calculated 
VCD spectrum of f) the monomer t-1 in the gas phase g) the monomer 
Mtrans (see text) h) the tetramer subunit. In the tetramer; the two NH 
and CO of the termini have been isotopically modified by tritium and 
O18, respectively, to minimize boundary effects. The calculations are 
at the B3LYP/6-31G ++(d, p) level. The frequencies are scaled by 
0.97. 

 

We have followed the same procedure as for cis-ACBC and 

optimised the tetramer extracted from the PBC calculations at the 

B97-D3 level. As observed for cis-ACBC, including dispersion 

results to a folding of the hydrogen-bonded strand, hence poorer 

agreement between experimental and simulated IR spectra. Thus, 

we have favoured calculations without dispersion corrections. The 

simulated IR absorption deduced from calculations without 

dispersion corrections is compared to the experiment in Figure 

S6. Notwithstanding the boundary effects, the IR absorption 

spectra show satisfactory agreement with the experiment, in 

particular, the gap between the β(NH) and the (CO) is correctly 

reproduced. 

The monomer extracted from the PBC calculations, called Mtrans 

in what follows, qualitatively reproduces the observed IR 

absorption, in contrast with the gas-phase most stable monomer 

t-1 for which the bound β(NH) is calculated much too high in 

energy relative to the experiment (see Figure 5). This suggests 

that the intramolecular C8 hydrogen bond observed in the gas 

phase is disrupted in the solid to the benefit of intermolecular 

hydrogen bonds. These intramolecular hydrogen bonds are not as 

strong as the intramolecular C8 interaction evidenced in the gas 

phase monomer. The spacing between the β(NH) bend and the 

(CO) stretch frequencies calculated in Mtrans is overestimated 

relative to the experiment. Moreover, there is no mean of 

describing the VCD spectrum in terms of a monomer only. Indeed, 

the fact that each absorption band appears as a bisignate doublet 

indicates that a cluster must be considered. However, the dimer 

does not reproduce the IR spectrum, in particular, the gap 

between the β(NH) bend and the (CO) stretch bands (see Figure 

S5). Moreover, the two (CO) stretch transitions appear in the 

region of bound (CO) and show a bisignate signature. This 

suggests that a structure with at least four bonded COs, i.e. a 

tetramer, should be taken into account. We therefore calculated 

the IR absorption and the VCD spectra of the tetramer, at the 

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. To avoid consequences of boundary 

effects in the vibrational spectroscopy, the termini were 
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isotopically modified. The hydrogen atoms of the two free NH 

were replaced by tritium and the oxygen atoms of the two free CO 

by the 18O isotope. The resulting structure, shown in Figure 6, 

shows the typical OH∙∙∙N double strand zigzag pattern. The 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds are slightly longer (d(O3∙∙∙NH10) 

= 1.94 Å) between the amide NH and the ester CO than between 

the ester NH and the amide CO (d(O9∙∙∙NH4 = 1.91 Å), as it is the 

case for trans-ACBC* (see Table 2). The Ph angle (99°) is typical 

of an open structure, which allows interaction between two 

neighbouring molecules, as it was already described for cis-

ACBC. The phenyl rings are indeed involved in an interaction with 

the neighbouring molecule that involves a CH group of the ACBC 

ring (C6H∙∙∙ interaction). The tetramer satisfactorily reproduces 

the IR absorption, as shown in Figure 5. The VCD signature is well 

reproduced in the region of the β(NH) bend as this region shows 

two bands of opposite sign. The (CO) stretch region also shows 

bisignate signatures, although the intensity enhancement is not 

reproduced in the calculations. Still, the gap between the β(NH) 

bend and the (CO) stretch transitions is still slightly 

overestimated relative to the experiment. Moreover, the ratio 

between the (NH) intensity to that of the (CH) is still 

underestimated in the calculated spectrum of the tetramer relative 

to the experiment. This suggests that chains larger than four units 

should be taken into account. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 6 Calculated structure of the trans-ACBC tetramer calculated 
at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Dashed lines indicate the 
hydrogen bonds.  

 
DISCUSSION: LOCALISED vs. DELOCALISED VIBRATIONAL 

MODES 

 
The main difference experimentally observed between cis and 

trans-ACBC compounds appear in the region of the ν(CO) 

stretching modes. While the VCD signature in the β(NH) range is 

similar in shape and intensity for cis and trans-ACBC, the VCD 

intensity of the ν(CO) bands is one order of magnitude larger in 

the trans compounds. It should be noted that the intensity 

enhancement is also observed for the IR absorption in the region 

of the ν(NH) stretch. This is however not reproduced in the 

calculation as already described by Marty et al. in their description 

of VCD enhancement in perylene bisimide oligopeptides.18 A very 

recent calculation of the VCD signal of solid alanine by means of 

ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) and nuclear velocity 

perturbation theory (NVPT) has explained the enhancement of the 

VCD signal in terms of supramolecular helical arrangement of the 

oscillators.23 One of the important conclusions of the latter work is 

that the intense VCD signal of the carbonyl bands is exclusively 

explained in terms of supramolecular effects and that considering 

coupled oscillator on a minimum intermolecular distance of 4-5 Å 

is necessary for reproducing the experimentally observed 

enhancement. We can raise the question as to whether such 

supramolecular effects also play a role to explain the 

spectroscopic properties of trans-ACBC. To test this hypothesis, 

we have calculated a subunit of two parallel hydrogen-bonded 

dimers, in a geometry similar to that of two parallel strands in the 

crystal. However, the IR absorption of this sub-unit (not shown) is 

completely at odds with the experimental spectrum. These results 

point at a long-range organisation of the solid, along the axis of 

the hydrogen bonds as the main feature responsible for the 

observed spectral gap between (CO) and (NH) bands. Still, the 

coupling between two parallel strands could be responsible for 

intensity enhancement in the VCD spectrum of trans-ACBC. 

However, it is not clear why this effect would play a determining 

role in trans-ACBC or alanine, and not in cis-ACBC, although 

alanine and the two model systems for cis and trans-ACBC the 

three molecules have the same space group P212121.  The size of 

the systems studied here precludes the use of AIMD methods, but 

polarizable force fields would be interesting for calculating the 

VCD spectra of such complex molecules in a solid environment.37 

Conclusion 

We have studied the IR absorption and VCD spectra of Boc−(cis-

ACBC)−NH−Bn and Boc−(trans-ACBC)−NH−Bn. In cis-ACBC, 

the fact that the VCD spectrum is well reproduced by considering 

the monomer as the smallest unit in the solid indicates that long-

distance intermolecular couplings can be neglected. The intensity 

of the VCD signal of trans-ACBC is one order of magnitude larger 

than that of cis-ACBC in the region of the (CO) stretch. The two 

intense bisignate couplets observed for the (CO) stretching 

modes are qualitatively reproduced by a one-dimension tetramer 

involving the head-to-tail arrangement of the sub-units with 

parallel NH∙∙∙OC hydrogen bonds. Calculations on smaller model 

systems indicate that the gap between the (CO) stretch and the 

(NH) bend decreases when the chain length increases and that 

although the calculations have been limited to four units, including 

six units improves this gap and shows extensive delocalisation of 

the (CO) stretches in a “zigzag” fashion. The inclusion of parallel 

strands might be necessary for reproducing the intensity of the 

bisignate VCD couplets observed for the (CO) stretches but are 

out of reach due to the size of the systems. 
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